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Industrial/Organizational Solutions, Inc. (I/O 
Solutions)– now known as IOS

• Chicago-based Public Safety Consulting firm
• I/O Solutions… employs I/O Psychologists
• We employ 25 M.S. & Ph.D. level I/O 

Psychologists
– Expertise in:

• Personnel testing, assessment development, test 
development and structured interview 
development and science and practice of these 
areas

• Legal issues related to testing and assessment
– Work with U.S. DOJ in course of client engagements

• Expertise in psychometrics or the statistical 
evaluation of tests and measures



Introduction to IOS
• Fire and Police clients exclusively
• Focus on large-scale promotional testing and entry-

level testing
• Promotional

– Job-knowledge examinations & SJTs
– Assessment Centers
– Assessment Centers for promotion

• High profile work with cities– recent litigation, DOJ 
oversight, etc.

• Work with approximately 60% of the top 50 cities in 
the U.S. on PD or FD testing (entry or promotional)

• We’ve worked with MFD on ACs and WEs since 2013
• Conducted entry-level testing with MFD since 2008



Personal Introduction
• Oversee consulting side for I/O Solutions since 2005
• I/O Solutions since 2002
• Worked for a competing public safety consulting firm 

from 1997 to 2002 
• Worked to develop police & fire promotional testing 

and entry testing for entire professional career 
spanning nearly 20 years

• Lead our firm’s consulting practice & one of firm’s 
partners

• Work with clients with largest candidate populations, 
most challenging environments, greatest litigation risks, 
handle most of firm’

• Manage fire or police clients for Minneapolis, Chicago, 
Milwaukee, San Francisco, St. Louis, Atlanta, San Diego, 
Austin, Houston, Arlington, Baltimore, D.C., IL State PD, 
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Miami, Denver, Tulsa, Pittsburgh, 
Miami, and others…



Presentation Overview
• Presentation starts with discussion of the Assessment 

Center lasts for approximately 2.5 hours
• Then, break & discuss the written examination (WE)–

approximately 45 minutes
• I am videotaping the first session and playing subsequent 

sessions back from video
• Feel free to use the restroom, stretch your feet, etc. 
• Please turn off cell phones or mute them
• Videotaping/audiotaping by participants is not authorized 

as content/likeness must be authorized by IOS
• The presentation on the WE is somewhat general
• The information presented on the AC is specific



Presentation Caveats

• Presentation to help you better understand & prepare
– Not intended as a “contract”

• Videotaping/audiotaping by participants is not authorized
• The process is under development

– Thus, cannot and will not divulge final elements
• We discuss “potential” exercises, potential 

administration methods, rationale, etc.
– Not final decisions

• Hold all questions until the end of a segment (WE vs. 
AC)
– Presentation is thorough & questions are distributed later 

for review



Assessment Center Orientation 
Objectives

• Development Process
• Assessment Background
• Overview of the AC
• Discussion of the potential 

administration process
• Discussion of potential 

exercises in the assessment
• Measurement focus/areas
• Assessment Dimensions & 

Scales
• Rating Criteria and Scales

• The use of behavioral 
criteria

• Sample question & criteria
• Use of assessors
• Assessment Preparation
• Day of Assessment- Focus 

& Avoid
• Assessment weighting, 

scoring, etc. 
• Wrap-up



What is this process?
• Assessment Process– Often called Assessment 

Center or similar terms
• Assessment includes– Role play exercises, 

structured oral interviews, presentations and 
written components

• Meet with several panels (typically 3-4), each panel 
handles separate exercise of the process

• Focus is on eliciting job related behavior & rating 
your behavior
– Via behavioral intentions (SOIs or Interview Qs) or your 

actual behavior (role-plays)
– Focus on “Dimensions”- typically job analysis dimensions!



What is this process?
• Knowledge is also evaluated, but to a 

lesser extent and less directly
– Examples:  Criteria are not taken “directly” 

from policy & procedures since we are 
evaluating behaviors & Dimensions

• Multiple assessors per panel are utilized
• Assessors are trained for this role
• The administration occurs over a period 

of time



Tenants of the AC Development
• Assessment and scenarios should be substantially job-

related
• Dimensions assessed (if utilized) should be 

dimensions that are important for the job and derived 
from JA data

• Difficulty level of the scenarios should mirror 
expectation for the rank– strive for challenging 
scenarios that identify top performers and separate 
out others

• Administrative procedures should be fair and 
consistent

• Assessors should be well trained
• Ratings should be fair, consistent (reliable) and based 

on department specific criteria
• Assessment should provide all with an equal 

opportunity to succeed!



Development Process
• Based on job analysis and specific SME input
• Developed based on information specific to MFD
• Formed an MFD SME panel to provide input and 

assistance related to development of AC (and WE)
• SMEs within the department are used to assist in 

making exercises as job-related as possible
– Working with a 5-person SME panel from varying ranks 

of middle-to-upper management
– Work in 3 or 4 separate meetings to provide input

• Criteria will be developed in conjunction with 
SMEs

• Rating criteria are identified based on critical 
knowledge, skills and abilities required in this 
department.



Glossary of Assessment Terms

• Assessment Center (AC), 
Assessment or Structured Oral 
Assessment

• Trust-based administration vs. 
Sequestered administration

• Rules & Procedures Document 
(Pre-Assessment version and 
Day-of Assessment version)

• Confidentiality Agreement
• Candidate Assessment Schedule
• ID badge
• Combined Initial Preparation 

Period
• Interim Preparation or Interim 

Waiting Period

• Structured Oral Interview or 
SOI-style exercise

• Role-Play exercise
• Presentation-style exercise
• Written Exercise
• Last Reminders



Overview of the Assessment Day

• The caveats…
• Announcement indicated a three (3) or four (4) 

exercise Assessment Center (AC)
• You had a three (3) exercise AC in October of 

2013 and January of 2016, for reference
• Likely a three-exercise AC
• It could be a trust-based assessment, or a 

sequestered assessment
• It was a trust-based assessment in 2013 & 2016
• You WILL have a tactical component
• You WILL have an SOI component
• You may have a role-play component
• You could have a written component



Overview of the Assessment Day

• You will not find out the specific components 
until the day of the assessment center 
administration!  

• You will receive a pre-assessment rules & 
procedures document at the time you receive you 
AC day/timeslot assignment
– This document will outline the administrative 

procedures related to the AC
• For the purposes of this discussion and so that 

we have a mechanism to explain what this could 
look like, we will assume a trust-based 
assessment, with three exercises



Overview of Potential Assessment 
Structure

• Trust-based assessment
• If three (3) separate exercises in this assessment
• Have a combined preparation period
• Random assignment regarding the exercise you will 

start within
• Start in your designated 1st component
• Exercises consist of a mix of Tacticals, Structured Oral 

Interviews or SOIs, Role-Plays and perhaps, a Written 
Exercise

• Have an interim waiting period between exercises
• Exercise time = Face time = response time

– Lt. approximately 13-14 minutes for live AC exercises or a 
total of approximately 39-42 minutes

– Captain could be slightly longer at 14-16 minutes per 
exercise or 42-48 minutes

– If we run four exercises, they would be four shorter 
exercises at 10-11 minutes each– thus, your total face time 
or response time does not increase when we add an 
exercise



Day of Assessment- Admin.
• Prior to assessment, you will receive your 

schedule and pre-AC rules & procedures
– Contains days, times & locations- be careful!
– Contains rules & prohibitions- read please

• Prior communication outlines what you can & 
cannot bring and can and cannot do
– No electronic devices of ANY kind!

• What does this include?
– No bags, purses, backpacks, etc.  

• Bring a gallon Ziploc bag with your personal artifacts
– Bring eyeglasses, medicine, gum, a snack, beverage, a 

stopwatch or timer & batteries
– You CAN bring a timing device and are encouraged to 

do so
– You can’t bring previously prepared notes, notepads, 

pens, pencils, highlighters, etc. 
– You will be asked to refrain from securing a room at 

the AC hotel



Day of Assessment- Admin.
• Arrive & check in
• Receive a badge number, confidentiality 

agreement, indiv. schedule & Rules & 
Procedures doc.

• Sign confidentiality agreement
• Put on badge- sole means to ID you!
• Review schedule & procedures
• You WILL NOT be allowed to take notes 

until you are dropped in the initial 
preparation period

• You WILL be allowed to bring in a 
timer/stopwatch

• IOS to meet with group & take questions
• Each schedule is unique- you may be 

waiting



Day of Assessment- Admin.
• At appropriate time, you & others will be called 

to participate
• Several separate rating panels are operating at 

one time 
• Brought to a preparation room to begin
• IOS, proctor or video will be used to review the 

procedures for the preparation period
– We use a combined prep period where you receive 

ALL exercise instructions at once and have a period 
to prepare for ALL

– Concept is similar to the theme from an in-basket 
exercise 
• Lots of material, sort through, formulate a plan for 

preparation
• Critical that you understand the order you will participate 

in the exercises
• Critical you understand there is a single prep period for all 

content
• Quickly make a plan for prep once you receive materials
• Three exercises in a day may result in 55-65 minutes of 

prep, whereas four might result in 60-75 minutes of prep



Day of Assessment- Admin.
• Preparation Period

– Be sure you plan your work in this period (briefly)
– Be sure you prepare for ALL exercises
– You ONLY have this single preparation period
– This should represent the bulk of your 

preparation efforts
– You cannot rely on the interim waiting period to 

do “substantial prep”
– Your starting exercise will be randomly 

determined & communicated on your schedule
• You may have little time between the 

exercises 
– Use the prep period to do all preparation 

• After proctor instructions, you begin prep
• Timer sounds- take materials & exit with 

proctor



Day of Assessment- Admin.
• Escorted to another area
• Placed before your pre-assigned exercise room door
• May have brief waiting period before entry- can review notes
• You may read a document affixed to the door called last 

reminders
• If there is a tactical you may be asked to read the initial dispatch 

at this time (you will be timed, if so)
• Once you’ve read last reminders and dispatch or similar content 

(if relevant), we check on panel to determine if they are ready
• You enter the room and await further instructions from the 

panel
– Enter first exercise & conduct first part of exercise 

(discussed later)
– You’ll have a brief waiting period between exercise

• Often this is held in the hallway of a hotel
– Participate in 2nd exercise
– Continue through exercise three and four (if applicable) in 

this same manner



Using the Initial Preparation Time 
Wisely

• In the initial preparation period, you will receive all 
exercises and the scenarios for any SOI-style exercises 
MINUS any scenario content that is related to a tactical 
exercise
– With a tactical, you will have instructions, that said, they will simply 

outline the exercise and provide critical instructions, but likely not 
any content information

• Quickly skim through the instructions to determine the 
exercise content and the nature and scope/depth of the 
content for each of your exercises

• Review the order you’ll appear in the exercises once again
• Determine, based on the order of appearance, whether 

you’ll alter your preparation “plan” based on this order



Using the Initial Preparation Time 
Wisely

• Then, work to prepare for each of the scenarios provided
– For example,  assume you have a role-play, an SOI and a tactical
– Assume you have a 65-minute preparation period
– You spend 4 minutes reviewing general instructions and skimming 

exercise content
– The tactical exercise instructions would likely be “shell” instructions 

and not contain content
• Therefore, you would only read to prepare yourself for what might happen, not 

to “prepare” for the specific content
– Assume that the SOI has three separate scenarios 
– Assume that the role-play exercise has more in-depth information
– Based on the questions/content, response time and depth of 

information to be covered, quickly determine how much time you 
should spend on each exercise

– You might determine that you need to spend 8 minutes reviewing 
the tactical instructions and 5 minutes jotting down an “study 
notes” related to the tactical

– Then, you might estimate that you would spend 24 minutes on the 
role-play and 24 minutes on the SOI



Using the Initial Preparation Time 
Wisely

• Determine the order in which you’ll prepare for the 
exercises based on your preference or order of 
appearance in the exercise

• For example, you may wish to prepare for your first 
exercise LAST

• OR, you may wish to START your preparation with your 
first exercise

• Start a personal timer if you so desire (there will not be 
a timer for your viewing)

• Read through a given exercise and exercise instructions
• If an SOI, read through the specific questions that are 

provided in advance
• Take notes on how you’ll address the exercise or the 

SOI scenario
• Outline your approach, response, etc. 
• Keep track of your time!!
• Hold yourself accountable to the clock!
• Allocate time even for indiv. scenarios



Using the Initial Preparation Time 
Wisely

• When your budgeted time is up, move on to the next 
scenario and continue this process

• If you finish early, EITHER read through your notes OR 
continue to add to your response (especially if you think 
you didn’t‘ give the question enough attention)

• Label your notes well!
– Label notes or outlines for each scenario
– Label questions within an SOI scenario (as these are essentially 

subparts)
– Example;  Notes for scenario 2 should be clearly labeled as such
– If you have multiple SOIs, note our labeling
– SOI A, SOI B, Scenario A1, A1a, A2, etc.  Scenario B1, B2, B3, etc.
– Why?

• When the timer sounds, gather your materials, organize 
them and get ready to leave

• The process moves quickly, be prepared for this
• This will be the fastest _____ minutes of your entire 

life– guaranteed! 



Using the Notes & Interim Waiting 
Time

• If it wasn’t clear, you can use the notes
• You shouldn’t simply read from notes though!
• You’ll have time between the exercises
• This is essentially waiting time
• Don’t try to prepare for an entire exercise
• Be intelligent about how you use the initial preparation 

period
• May want to allocate extra 3-4 minutes (above what you 

might have allocated) for 1st exercise as you don’t have a 
waiting period before this exercise

• You will have a waiting period before exercise 2, 3 and 4 
(if you have a 4th) 

• Use this time to review your notes
• You can add on to your response
• That said, it might be that you do not have a pen during 

this time!



When you finish…
• Assuming no sequestering is used…
• You’ll be released upon completion 
• We will collect all notes
• You may not take any notes with you
• You will collect your items
• You’ll go to a sign-out table
• You’ll be asked to complete a feedback questionnaire 

about your experience
• The assessment process uniquely (for IOS) has an 

appeals process
• You will sign-out to acknowledge you do not have an 

appeal
• If you have an issue-

– Address before release



Technology Use
• We sometimes use a tablet computer to play the 

instructions for an initial preparation period
• Use mini- iPads or Microsoft Surface to play 

instructions in initial preparation period
• For the tactical exercise, we now run the exercises via 

a tablet computer
• Can use Surfaces (tablet computers) to run other 

exercises (Shift Meeting, SOI questions, etc.) for 
consistency

• Sometimes videotape exercises for later viewing and 
rating 
– Video equipment to capture your responses in some 

instances
– No plan currently to do this, but our space and candidate #s 

could necessitate this
• Surface Tablet computers for written response 

exercises
• Video surveillance equipment for proctoring



Assessment Exercises, Types
• Structured Oral Interview (SOI) Based 

Exercise
• Role-Plays

– Shift Meeting Structured Role-Play
– Community Meeting Structured Role-Play
– One-on-one role-plays

• Subordinate Meeting RP
• Peer-to-Peer RP
• Citizen Meeting RP

• Tactical Exercise
• Written Response Exercise or 

Administrative In-Basket Style exercise



SOI, Structured Oral Interview
• Typically, the interviews last 13-16 minutes (if 3 exercises, 

otherwise 10-11 minutes of total content)
• Would include multiple scenarios, 3-4 if using a 3-exercise AC
• Provided questions in advance to allow for preparation (except 

specific tactical content)
– Instructional material

• Rules/expectations
• How the process will run
• The question content

• That said, each question is timed separately 
• Note that the response times are often “short”
• We only have ______ minutes and we wish to include as many 

“opportunities” for you as is possible
• Thus, if you have an area that represents a weakness, you have 

other questions that represent an opportunity for you to 
demonstrate your KSAs

• You can bring your own timer– you are very much encouraged 
to do so!

• In some occasions there are follow-up questions that must be 
read (you can’t know about in advance)– these are given to all 
candidates when used!



SOI, Structured Oral Interview
• Questions given in the initial preparation period are 

NOT read again
– Why?  Our rationale

• Assessors will not repeat a question that is read– you 
will be given a copy of such a question to review

• Once instructed to begin your response, the time will 
begin on a question

• Make sure your responses are logical, orderly, and hit 
all aspects of the response (initial actions, research, 
subsequent actions, follow-up actions, administrative 
work related to, etc.)

• Make sure your responses are comprehensive such 
that address all personnel involved or all aspects of the 
given problem



Entry into an SOI- What does this 
entail?

• Enter
• Greeting by panel, scripted
• Directed to sit (if SOI)
• Scripted Intro
• Directed to respond to 1st question
• Question not read to you
• Reminded of the scenario, timing of scenario 

and instructed to begin response
• Timed on response
• Stopped when finished
• Assessors read script to move you to next 

scenario



SOI Content Areas
• Mimic Content Areas for the Entire Assessment

– In other words, the SOI is a microcosm of the entire 
Assessment!

• Typical content areas reflect the major content 
areas related to a company-officer/ supervisor 
AC, including:
– Field-Operations, Tactics & Incident Scene 

Management
– Crew Supervision 
– Fire Station Management & Leadership Activities 
And possibly…
– Training Challenges
– Administrative Issues and Challenges
– Concerns from the public/community

• We will try to reflect current or recent 
challenges if and when possible and applicable



SOI Content Areas
• Examples include the following:

– Field-Operations and Tactical Situations:  
Management of EMS scenes, fire scenes, emergency 
scenes, accidents, mass casualty events, disaster 
scenarios, weather emergencies, etc.

– Leadership/Management:  Leadership of FFs/crew: 
Leadership approach; Expectations of staff; 
Approach to managing day-to-day shift activities; 
Scenarios related to challenges within a house or 
with a crew; Challenges involving the allocation of 
work, output, etc.

– Supervision:  Dealing with personnel problems-
Sexual harassment; Poor performance; crew 
interpersonal issues/conflicts,  

– Community Issues & Concerns:  Focus on the 
community or citizens; issues affecting community; 
concerns from the community related to MFD, 
your crew, your FFs in particular



SOI Content Areas
• Examples include the following:

– Challenges involving training of current or new FFs
– Current dept. issues, issues/concerns, etc.
– Administrative Challenges: Challenges in managing 

multiple assignments, responsibilities, etc. related to 
all of the above!

– Application of tactical knowledge or technical 
knowledge questions



SOI Content Areas
• Presentation of Job-Related Background, 

Experience and KSAs
– This was a separate exercise in the 2013 and 2016 

AC that is not being implemented as a separate and 
distinct part of the AC

– That said, it could be used as a “question” in an SOI
– Ask what you have done to prepare yourself for 

promotion, skills leadership, take-away from 
experiences, work in the community, quality of 
experiences, commitment to goals/objectives of 
MFD, initiative taken, how you’ve served as a role-
model, success in creating relationships, what 
you’ve learned from your experiences, education, 
training, etc. that has prepared you for the role; 
leadership style, how you have prepared for role, 
how you have demonstrated a commitment to 
public service, etc.



Type or Style of SOI Questions
• Most SOI questions present a paper 

problem or scenario to you
• They then ask you to consider the 

scenario and comprehensively discuss 
how you would fully address this issue

• You have been promoted to Lt. and this 
occurs…

• Be sure to carefully read the scenario 
and understand all parts of the scenario

• Be sure to understand all questions that 
are being asked of you



Type or Style of SOI Questions
• Be careful to address the specific question 

asked
• Be thorough in considering all aspects of 

the problem
• Be thorough in discussing all possible steps–

this is very challenging to think rationally, at 
this finite level!

• Be thorough in considering all the people 
or resources you should 
involve/consider/address, etc. 

• Discuss your reasons or rationale, when 
relevant

• Discuss contingencies
• Make decisions, don’t waffle
• Be sure to take the necessary time to 

explain, in some brief level



Role-Plays vs. SOI Scenarios
• SOI Scenarios—

– Discuss how you would handle a scenario 
typically (often scenario-based)

– Discuss steps in addressing the problem
– Respond from the perspective of the position 

you desire, but don’t “Role-Play”
– Present to the panel to demonstrate your 

understanding of the issue and your approach 
to addressing the concern

– Consider these “Behavioral Intentions” because 
we don’t know what you would actually do, but 
only what you say you would do

– You are NOT (!) role-playing in an SOI– you 
are speaking directly to the assessors and 
explaining how you would address each of the 
scenarios, respectively

• Role-Plays
– Indicate that you’ll play a role within the 

exercise



SOI Pitfalls
• Not preparing for all scenarios– missing 

a scenario
• Not providing a comprehensive response
• Not considering and addressing all 

aspects of a situation
• Not explaining your actions well enough 

or in enough detail
• Not providing a rationale for key 

decisions
• Understand this is an interview and you 

need to “engage” assessors
• Use notes, but don’t read notes!



Role-Plays vs. SOI Scenarios
• Role-Plays

– Discuss “who” you will interact with in the 
exercise

– Directed to handle the situation as if you 
were acting in that role

– Example– Shift Meeting
• You deliver the Shift Meeting as if you were the 

Lt. presenting to your crew at the station
• Role-Players are the assessors and act according 

to a role
• Act as if they are your crew, for example

– That said, these are similarly highly 
structured

– We support the idea that we shall outline 
this structure in the exercise instructions



Shift Meeting Role Play
• Typically 3 parts when used in full

– Management Introduction
– Discussion of current issues (as framed 

from an e-mail or two provided with 
instructions)

– Q & A with “crew”
• Questions meant to challenge you

– Meant to evaluate Leadership, 
Supervision/Management, Critical Thinking 
and Oral Communication

– Pitfalls?



Community Meeting Role Play
• Typically 2 parts when used in full

– Introduction, explanation of your understanding 
of the issue, etc.

– Q & A with “the community”
– Issue can be specific or more global
– You should spend time discussing the problem, 

your understanding of the issue and a plan for 
addressing the problem and/or working with 
the group in the future to address

– The questions can address the issue at hand or 
other concerns

– Meant to challenge you
– Evaluate Community Relations, Critical 

Thinking, Leadership, Oral Communication
– What are the most realistic aspects
– Pitfalls



Subordinate Meeting Role Play
• Review information on issue in prep
• Issue can be a specific concern or a 

general set of problems
• Meet with subordinate
• Discuss problem & address concerns-

set expectations
• You may be asked to do much of the 

talking
• Pitfalls?
• What does the “highly structured” 

version of this exercise look like?



Peer-to-Peer Meeting Role Play
• Very similar to Subordinate, expect that 

you would be expected to meet with a 
peer

• Example, meeting with a peer Lt. 
concerning a problem



Citizen Meeting Role Play
• Review information on issue in prep
• Problem can be a specific issue or 

general set of concerns
• Meet with citizen 
• Discuss problem & address concerns
• You may be asked to do more of the 

talking
• Pitfalls?
• What does the “highly structured” 

version of this exercise look like?



Tactical Exercise
• Tactical exercises can take many different 

forms
– Range from:

• Full scale re-enactment with multiple role-players in 
real-space (burn building, training warehouse, etc.)

• Table top exercise
• Can use software such as Fire Studio to simulate 

fire conditions on a structure, car or other hazard
• Or video with embedded clips of video/still pictures, 

with specific questions included
• 2013 Tactical:  Used PP with video
• 2015 Tactical: Used some video and still pictures 

(created with Fire Studio to simulate fire 
conditions) and static questions

• Any method can be used– we will focus on the 
method previously used as an example



Tactical Exercise
• Often run from a video to ensure 

perfect consistency between the panels
• Often times you will be given dispatch 

information prior to arrive in the room 
(this saves us valuable assessment time)–
you have a pre-determined period 
(typically 90-120 seconds) to review 

• This is done outside the room, in the 
hallway, immediately prior to arrival

• Once seated, a video is started on a 
small table computer placed directly in 
front of you

• Video welcomes you



Tactical Exercise
• Video may provide very brief/critical 

instructions
• Next video may replicate dispatch 

information, though for a shorter period of 
time

• For captain, could include initial size up 
from Lt.

• You could next be shown an arrival picture 
or video

• You are asked SPECIFIC questions and 
expected to answer each specific question–
timeframes are given

• Next screen after question involves a 
count-down timer

• You should answer the question at this 
time!



Tactical Exercise
• Assuming this was a fire call, you might 

be shown an arrival screen and then a 
quick 360 of the property (as an 
example)

• You could then be asked another 
question

• Exercise would evolve similarly, with 
pictures/videos displaying, audio 
instructions given on the tablet and 
questions presented in writing and orally 
on the tablet

• Essentially, the tablet “runs” the exercise 
through a series of videos, questions and 
embedded timers



Tactical Exercise- Types of Qs
• Dispatch, routing and pre-arrival 

considerations
• Life safety and/or environmental 

considerations, prior to arrival
• Incident priorities or concerns, prior to 

arrival
• Radio report upon arrival
• Initial assignment of units, specific orders 

and rationale/justification for decisions
– Why rationale?

• Discussion of additional resources 
required and rationale for additional 
resources



Tactical Exercise- Types of Qs
• Tactical considerations in addressing the 

incident scene
– Apparatus placement
– Location of water supply & considerations
– Placement of other apparatus
– Need for additional personnel/companies
– Placement of command
– Operations/tactics related to fire 

suppression
– Incident priorities, post arrival
– Consideration for use of hose lines, nozzles, 

ladders, etc.
– What resources/equipment do you have 

available vs. what will you use and how/why?
• E.g., ladders carried vs. needed



Tactical Exercise- Types of Qs
• Assignment and rationale for 

subsequently arriving units
• Incident Size-up (see above)
• How will you maintain accountability 
• Dealing with unforeseen circumstances

– Mayday, Haz-Mat, Unexpected victims, 
missing occupants, missing FFs, spreading 
fire conditions despite actions, collapse, 
explosion, additional trauma or emergencies

• Transfer of command report to B.C. 
• Post-incident evaluation and/or analysis–

follow-up



Tactical Exercise- Considerations
• Make sure you answer the specific question 

that is asked of you
– Do NOT provide a general response that you 

practiced or that was recommended to you by 
a test prep course

• This approach is different from a live 
simulation approach where you ONLY 
provide responses as if speaking on the 
radio

• With this approach, you are speaking 
directly to the assessors to answer the 
question asked, to explain why and to 
discuss how you would address this 
incident (based on the current question)

• The response times will be very short– this 
exercise will not allow you much time to 
think



Tactical Exercise- Considerations
• The incident may evolve over time
• Pay attention to what is on screen–

often times we will provide an audible 
beep when the screen changes

• The on-scene conditions may change on 
screen– be sure you look to note these 
conditions!

• Note that we could include two separate 
incidents (2013 Lt. contained two 
separate and distinct incidents)

• Advantage of this approach is we are 
able to evaluate your rationale and 
critical thinking capabilities 



Tactical Exercise- Types of 
Incidents• Fires

– Single family
– Multiple dwelling
– Mixed use/commercial
– High-risk property (hospital, hotel, nursing 

home, etc.)
• Accident or other critical EMS incident
• Mass Casualty event, active shooter
• Explosion or other critical emergency 

incident
• Haz-Mat incident 



Tactical Exercise- Pitfalls
• Not paying attention to the stimulus

– Too many people in 2013 and 2016 conducted 
a general tactical
• As if the scene on screen did not matter!

• Ensure you notice changes to the incident 
scene

• Answer the questions asked– all criteria are 
based on the questions asked and the 
scenario presented

• Don’t get caught up/confused by the 
administrative structure

• When possible, discuss options, provide 
rationale for critical tactical actions, discuss 
contingencies– do not just/only make 
assignments as if speaking on the radio!



Tactical Exercise- Pitfalls
• Don’t just provide “order”- need to know tactical and 

strategic priorities, reasons, etc. 
• Make decisions consistent with policy and practices in 

MFD
– Assessors are trained
– Criteria reflects policy/practices (SMEs provide 

input)
• You can use notes, but pay attention

– You can focus on the incident and less on the 
assessors in this exercise 

• Indicate you would wish to have additional information 
and why 
– This type of tactical will not allow for requests for additional 

views, information, etc.
– But, you can let the assessors know what you would have 

liked and why you wanted that information, etc. 



Tactical Exercise- Pitfalls
• Understand start & stop points

– If you are 3rd arriving apparatus, don’t try to discuss 
information relevant for 1st arrival unit

– If you are told you will transfer command, don’t go 
beyond this

• Make sure you do a good job of tracking your 
resources- Be organized, have a plan and maintain 
this plan/organization throughout the exercise
– Example:  Some people will double assign units

• Don’t be shocked by changes that occur– address 
what is thrown at you and don’t second guess 
prior judgment
– Example:  Tactical might allow for an extension, even if 

you took positive actions
– React to new information



Written Response Exercise
• Prepare a memo, report or other 

written documentation
• Often use a Microsoft Surface
• May have a separate keyboard and 

mouse
• Read through exercise instructions
• Respond according to key instructions
• Must follow administrative instructions



Rating Criteria and Scales

• Skill and ability based assessment, with 
knowledge assessed to some degree

• Specific behavioral (step-by-step) criteria to 
guide assessor judgments

• Criteria grouped by relevant ‘dimensions’ 
such as Decision-making; Tactics; Problem-
Solving

• Separate rating on Communication & 
Presentation



Dimensions
• Management & Supervision Dimension: Consists 

primarily of Supervision skill, Performance 
Management, Delegation, Application of relevant 
department policies/procedures and related 
subskills

• Leadership Dimension:  Consists primarily of 
Motivation, Relationship Building, Vision, Influence 
and Presence

• Administrative Management Dimension: Consists 
primarily of Planning, Organization, Time 
Management, Prioritization, and Coordination

• Critical Thinking Dimension:  Consists primarily of 
Problem Sensitivity/Analysis, Problem Solving, 
Reasoning and Decision-Making



Dimensions
• Tactical Skill and/or Incident Command Dimension:  

Consists of application of department policy, procedure 
or orders, tactical skill and incident-scene management

• Oral Communication Dimension:  Consists primarily of 
Oral Expression and Presentation skill 

• Community Relations and/or Interpersonal Skills
Dimension:  Consisting primarily of Interpersonal 
Sensitivity, Cultural Awareness, Teamwork, Conflict 
Resolution, Customer Service-focus and Interpersonal 
Relationship Building

• Written Communication Dimension:  Consists 
primarily of Written Comprehension and Written 
Expression

• Personal Competencies:  Consists primarily of 
Honesty/Integrity, Dependability, Initiative, 
Adaptability/Flexibility, Stress Tolerance/Composure and 
Conscientiousness



Question & Criteria Example
• Sample Interview Question

– Shows detail
– Shows parts of question

• Criteria
– Shows detail
– Shows parts



Example Interview Question
You are a newly promoted captain assigned to Truck 99.  Engine 99 is 
the other company in the fire house.  The lieutenant assigned to 
Engine 99 has been off on extended sick leave for that last two 
months, and his replacement is an acting lieutenant.  The members 
from both companies are complaining to you that DE Jarvis of Engine 
99 is not performing his daily fire station clean-up duties.  His clean-
up duties consist of sweeping and mopping the apparatus floor.  
Firefighter Jarvis has been a respected member of the company for 
some time and has 26 years of service with the Department.  Instead 
of assisting with clean-up, Jarvis walks around the house incessantly 
telling the “new guys” what to do.  Some of the “new guys” have 
complained, indicating that they have more than five to six years’ 
experience in the Department, and they are well aware of their 
responsibilities and that Jarvis needs to be reacquainted with his 
responsibilities in the house.  When you discuss this situation with 
the acting lieutenant, he says, “The DE  is a sacred position in this 
Department, and he has 26 years of experience—I feel I need to 
respect these factors.  As long as he gets us where we need to go, I 
can’t say anything about his lack of clean-up.  Besides, he is trying to 
be a role model for these newer guys!”  As the newly promoted 
captain, what would you do to address this situation with all 
members involved?  You will have three minutes (3:00) to answer this 
question.  



Example Criteria

Initial Actions Yes/No

Acknowledges the complainant concern

Reassures the complainants that their concerns will be fully 
investigated

…

…

…



Role of the Assessors
• OUTSIDE assessors from agencies around 

the region (but outside area), and 
nationwide.

• In this instance, will interact with you or 
administer process as is typical in most IOS 
assessments

• Observe and rate your performance from 
video in an objective manner using 
performance criteria and specific rating 
scales.



Role of the Assessors (cont.)
• Assessors that work with I/O Solutions 

are:
– At rank assessed or above.
– From outside of city and from agencies that serve larger 

populations 
– Experienced professionals who perform their jobs at a 

high level.  We ask for two years at rank & above.
– Diverse in gender and race to the extent possible.
– Highly trained for this particular assessment center.
– Not personally familiar with employees. No former 

employees may be used.
– Monitored to ensure fair objective rating according to 

the performance guidelines.
– Ensure that all contractual requirements are followed for 

assessors!



Role of the Assessors (cont.)

• When involved in an assessment: 
– Assessors get comprehensive training on 

the exercises, dimensions, criteria, job 
requirements, and specific nuances of the 
department.

– Professional judgment is used!  Otherwise, 
no need for industry professionals to 
conduct ratings.



Preparation Guidelines
• Seek out information about how 

assessments.
• Read your departmental policies and 

procedures so that you will know the 
proper way to respond to various 
situations.

• You can “study” for the AC as well!
• Two main areas of preparation include:

– Creating a robust study guide for the AC
– Practice!!



Preparation Guidelines
• Form a study group

– Brainstorm area of focus 
– Brainstorm questions
– Submit questions
– Prepare answers to questions
– Conduct mock interviews
– Practice

• Study on your own
– Can take somewhat similar steps



Preparation Guidelines
• Make and audio and/or video tape of 

your practice session or watch yourself 
practice in a mirror.  Identify any 
distracting mannerisms that you may 
have and try to correct them.

• Conduct an interview session with a 
study partner.  Each individual can 
prepare questions and you can practice 
by answering your partner’s questions.



Recommendations for the 
Day of the AC

• Use any prep time wisely- plan what you 
will do, what you need to cover in a 
specific interview bloc & ensure you 
meet your goals within the timeframe.

• Manage your time within the exercise 
effectively.

• Use what you know about the 
dimensions- you don’t know the specific 
criteria but you can surmise the 
dimensions based on the exercise.



Recommendations for the 
Day of the AC

• Comprehensive (but organized & concise) 
responses that meet all criteria

• Answer the question! No stories please
• Answer all parts of the question
• Discuss how YOU would handle!
• Keep positive throughout the assessment-

doing poorly on one part does not affect your 
entire performance.

• Do what is asked of you in the instructions for 
a particular exercise!!



Common Mistakes
• Lack detail – you can only be rated on 

what you present
• Misses point – does not address each and 

every issue
• Time management – too short/too long
• Disorganized/no outline or plan



Rules Governing the AC
• We will ban ALL electronic devices from both 

written exam and AC
• You CANNOT stay at the assessment hotel–

this is an integrity violation (if we use a hotel)
• You must arrive on time.
• Appropriate dress
• Bring identification.  Bring snacks if you wish.
• Do not bring “outside materials” with you.
• Be available in the candidate holding room so 

that no one has to hunt you down.
• KEEP WHAT YOU LEARN CONFIDENTIAL.



Security
• You will sign a confidentiality agreement.
• Do not talk to anyone about the 

assessment.
• Talking about the assessment can reduce 

YOUR chances of success.
• Disclosing assessment details could result 

in elimination from this process.
• Limited number of SMEs & only top level 

mgmt.
• Note: Surveillance cameras used and 

videotaping may be employed



Scoring
• Assessors take notes during exercise and/or mark rating 

forms while observing your performance
• Assessors review notes against behavioral expectations 

and consider performance dimensions being assessed 
(and their definitions)

• Assessors make a judgment as to how your behaviors 
translate into a rating– typically on a 7-pt. rating scale 
(from 4-10, with 3 as an administrative rating)

• Assessors make preliminary ratings upon conclusion of 
the exercise

• Private review of notes
• Assessor conference to confer on ratings; your 

performance is discussed in detail; assessors are forced 
to agree within a specific range to ensure accuracy

• Final assignment of rating(s)
• Portions of AC may be weighted differentially:  Both 

exercises and dimensions or areas within an exercise



The Written Examination
• Examination Basics

– 100 item job knowledge examination
• Four (4) response options
• One (1) correct answer; three (3) distracters or incorrect 

answers
• NOT an SJT where SMEs determine correct answer
• Only job knowledge items where content is taken directly from 

source material
– Timed examination at two hours and 30 minutes (2:30)
– Test Cutoff 

• Set after analysis of test score data and includes several factors 
including:
– “Business Necessity”:  Expected number of promotions * 1.5-2
– Evaluation of Angoff suggested cut score- process used to rate the 

difficulty level of items in the exam
– Psychometric properties of the test- Examples include 

mean/standard deviation (typically set somewhere between ½ SD 
below mean to ½ SD above mean

• Those failing to meet cut score are ineligible for remainder of 
process

– Test Administration:   Planned for August 30th 2019
• AM administration
• PM administration of opposing rank- to be announced later



Test Development process
• Based on full job analysis conducted in 2013

– Review of manuals and past JA information
– Included JA interviews and observations
– JA questionnaires included task-based and linkage

• Source material selected by MFD subject matter 
expert/lead with input from other SMEs and review by IOS 
and the commission

• Exam plan/Allocation of examination items by source 
determined by:
– Job analysis guidance
– I/O Solutions’ recommendation

• General study guide released 
• I/O writes examination items- ALL items are custom
• SME panel will review customized item pool in late August 
• SMEs ensure relevance, items correct, conflicts resolved, 

etc.
– Provide key content validation information to support the validity 

of the test and provide legal support



Test Development cont.
• I/O will by intimately involved in all aspects of testing, 

including: Item development, item review, final exam 
compilation, exam shipment & security, exam 
administration, appeals, exam scoring and release of 
results

• Test review/appeals conducted immediately following 
written examination administration
– If interested, plan to spend 4+ hours at examination administration site

• I/O prepares written response to all appeals
• I/O gains objective recommendation from SMEs 

regarding status of appeals requiring FS knowledge & 
insight

• All parties discuss to make final determination on status 
of appeals

• Final scores prepared by I/O after appeal determination 
and PDF sent to relevant parties



Test Specifications
– I will release an approximation of item 

allocation by source shortly
– Items and correct answers drawn from pre-

specified source material
• Implication:  Source is the “governing body of 

knowledge”
– NOT SMEs, NOT I/O, NOT candidates
– Item correct according to the SOURCE!



Test Specs. cont.
• Items are organized by source, often in the 

order they appear in the source
• Item stems, correct answers and often, 

incorrect answers are taken from source
– Those who don’t read “think all answers came 

from source”- this is often correct!
– Material may “look familiar”

• Dealing with “Information Conflicts”
– Item is written from a specific source & indicated 

so on examination
– Item is correct according to a source regardless 

of conflict with another source



Source Information Conflicts
• Conflict between a textbook and 

department practice- determine where 
item was written from and answer 
according to that source!

• Information conflict between two books 
(ex:. text)- again, determine where item 
was written from

• Conflict between a policy & practice-
Items derived from a written policy, not 
practice



Information Conflicts cont.
• KEEP IN MIND:  WE DO ATTEMPT TO 

REMOVE PROBLEMATIC & 
CONFLICTING ITEMS!

• Good conflicts will remain
– Example:  Item written from policy; policy 

not adhered to, but department intends for 
employees to adhere to policy vs. a situation 
where the policy is outdated or irrelevant!



Item Writing Style
• Customize exams to client- do NOT write generic 

examinations
• SME review ensures relevance and 

appropriateness
• Mix of scenario-based questions and factual-based 

questions directly from text, but MOSTLY directly 
from the text!
– Avoid trivial questions where memorization of 

unimportant facts is needed
– No equivalent of sentencing questions, which color 

form is sent to which particular division, what is the 
name of a particular document, etc.

– Scenario questions ideal, though more difficult to 
defend and thus more factual-based questions are 
utilized



Source Allocation- Lt. & Cpt.
Source Material % of Lt. % of Cpt.

Code of Conduct 3 3
Rule Book 7 7
Training Manual 2 2
EMS SOGs 29 28
MFD SOGs 29 28
NNs 28 28
EMS Guidebook 2 2
WI Safety & Health Stand. --- 2



Previous Exam Data
– 2013/15 Lt. WE:  Mean:  65.6/68.9;   Standard Dev. 8.6/8.6

• High score = 86/86, Low Score = 44/51
• 78/82 or 95% passed 2013; 58/64 or 91% passed 2015

– scored 80 & above 5/ 6
– scored 75-79 7/ 13
– scored 70-74 18/ 12
– scored 65-69 15/ 15
– scored 60-64 16/ 5
– scored between 50 & 59 18/ 13
– scored below 50 4/ 0

– 2013/15 Cpt. WE:  Mean:  63.8/ 77.4;   Standard Dev. 10.1/ 6.5
• High score = 88/ 92, Low Score = 41/ 60
• 68 or 72 or 94% passed 2013; whereas 56/56 or 100% passed 2015

– Scored 90 & above 0/ 2
– scored 80 & above 5/ 22
– scored 75-79 5/ 10
– scored 70-74 11/ 17
– scored 65-69 10/ 3
– scored 60-64 17/ 2
– scored between 50 & 59 20/ 0
– scored below 50 4/ 0



FS Agency Case Study
• Part of a larger investigation
• Demonstrates the consequences of not 

studying
• Demonstrates how increased time spent 

directly relates to success on the examination



FS Agency “X”:  A Case Study
• 113 examinees for Lt., 100 completed a post-

test survey; cut-score was 66 to proceed to 
AC

• Question:  “Did you read all exam source 
materials at least once before taking the 
exam”
– 42 individuals or 42% said “No”
– 58 individuals or 58% said “Yes”

• Pass/Fail and Study Status
– 42 No’s (The NO-Study Group)

• 33 of 42 failed or 78.6% failure rate (21.4% PASS rate)

– 58Yes’ (The “Study” Group)
• 46 of 58 (79.3% PASS Rate), with only 20.7% failing

– Overall: 61 of 113 passed or 54%



LE Agency “X”:  A Case Study
• The Study Group: 58 candidates

– On average, this group reported studying for 75.5 hours or 
approximately 8.5 hours a week for 9 weeks

– Passing by amount of studying:
• Less than 35 hours: 13 (22.4%)- 5 of 13 passed (38.5%)- Avg. 

69.3
• 36-70 hours: 19 (32.8%)- 15 of 19 passed (78.9)- Avg. 73.6
• 71-100 hours:         11 (19%)- 11 of 11 passed (100%)- Avg. 

78.1
• 101-150 hours: 9 (15.5%)- 9 of 9 passed (100%)- Avg. 83.2
• 151+: 6 (10.3%)- 6 of 6 passed (100%)- Avg. 87.7

• Those NOT Studying: 42 candidates
– This group actual read some material and on average 

reported 18.3 hours of preparation
– They had an average score of 59.8% vs. 76.4% for the 58 

reporting study behavior
– The 9 that passed in this group (Avg. score of 71.1 vs. 56.7):

• 8 of 9 reported either or both “Extremely High” confidence in 
their test taking ability and/or “Previous Academic Success”



Examination Preparation
• Must read ALL study material (text AND 

internal materials)
• Those who do not read material fail at 

an exceptionally high rate on I/O’s 
exams
– Previous research on study habits

• Question?:  What is Milwaukee FD’s 
culture regarding examination 
preparation & how much do candidates 
prepare?



Examination Preparation
• SQ3R Method

– Survey
– Question
– Read
– Review
– Recite



SQ3R- Survey
• Looked at from a micro & macro level
• Macro level or widened view…

– Determine amount of material to read
– Develop study plan from timeline and 

amount of study material
– Determine monthly & weekly plans

• What days will you study, what sacrifices will you 
make?

• At onset of a study session- set goals and plan 
what material you will cover



SQ3R- Survey cont.
• Micro-level 

– Survey reading material before reading
• Read questions for review
• Read chapter summary BEFORE you read chapter
• Review chapter table of contents OR subject 

headings

• QUESTION
– Develop meaningful questions you wish to 

answer while reading to make material more 
engaging

– Questions will help you focus your reading 
and recall key points



SQ3R- Read
• Must read to succeed 
• Examples of preparation:  Austin Fire- 500-800 hours 

prep.; Houston PD (520 hours (48 day study period) ; 
Mass. St. PD. 1000+ hrs.!  
– What’s the point?  This is your career and some people realize 

the opportunity is there to seize

• Ensure you plan well and can read all sources
• Can’t skip books you WILL perform poorly if you do 

this
• Can’t skip internal sources (“I should know that 

material”)
– Attempt to develop questions of varying difficulty levels to 

differentiate candidates- you DON’T know ALL policy!



SQ3R- Read cont.
• How long will readings take?
• When should I start & how should I plan?
• How much time will it take with additional 

preparation?
– More than just reading!

• Need to either:
– Take notes (adds 2 to 2.5 times that of reading)
– Make note cards (see above)
– Highlight material (adds marginal time)
– Or re-read the source material 

• Anecdote:  Some candidates re-read texts and 
materials 2-8 times!



SQ3R- Review
– Studying involves more than just reading the 

source material- you must read or “study” the 
material as well

– Ensure you leave time to review at the end of the 
study process
• Especially true if you took great pains to take notes or 

make note cards- MUST allow time to digest 
information

– Read through highlighted material, summaries, 
etc.

– In a 90-day study period, might spend initial 7-8 
weeks reading

– Spend remaining 4-5 weeks studying!
– Or… read, re-read, study highlights, take notes 

on highlights, study notes and highlights, etc. in a 
cycle



SQ3R- Recite
• Will have to memorize some information
• Recitation of information can aid memory

– Read material, close book and recite in mind
– Read material, ask question about material & attempt 

answer
• You will have to memorize certain factual 

information!
• Use of mnemonic devices, place-based memory 

or other mechanisms to aid memory



Written Examination Wrap-up
• Appeals

– Procedures to be announced
– Previously, reviewed booklet
– Typical procedure for IOS



• test

ANY QUESTIONS??


